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generally encoding and decoding bits in accordance with
an IRA code.

111. Standard for Summary Judgment

The Court shall grant summary judgment if there is no

genuine dispute as to any material fact, as supported by

facts on the record that would be admissible in evidence,

and if the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter

of law. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56; Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477

U.S. 317, 322 (1986); Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477

U.S. 242, 250 (1986). In order to grant summaryjudgment,

the Court must identify material facts by reference to the

governing substantive law, while disregarding irrelevant

or unnecessary factual disputes. Anderson, 477 U.S. at

248. If there is any genuine dispute about a material

fact such that a reasonable jury could return a verdict

for the nonmoving party, summary judgment cannot

be granted. Id The Court must view facts and draw

reasonable inferences in favor of the nonmoving party.

Scott v. Harris, 550 U.S. 372, 378 (2007). If the party

moving for summary judgment does not bear the burden

of proof as to a particular material fact, the moving party

need only give notice of the absence of a genuine issue

of material fact so that the nonmoving party may come

forward with all of its evidence. See Celotex, 477 U.S. at
325.

IV. Discussion

A. Infringement

The Court denies Caltech's motion as to infringement.

There are two steps for determining infringement. “First,

the asserted claims must be interpreted by the court

as a matter of law to determine their meaning and

scope.” Southwall Techs, Inc. v. Cardinal IG Co., 54 F.3d

1570, 1575 (Fed. Cir. 1995). Then, “[i]n the second step,
the trier of fact determines whether the claims as thus

construed read on the accused product.” Id. “[A]n accused

product or process is not infringing unless it contains

each limitation of the claim, either literally or by an

equivalent.” Freedman Seating Co. v. Am. Seating Ca,

420 F.3d 1350, 1358 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Infringement is a

question of fact. Brilliant Instruments, Inc. v. Guide Tech,

LLC, 707 F.3d 1342, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2013).
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Caltech has moved for summary judgment of

infringement for claims 1,18, 19, and 22 of the '032 patent

and claims 16 and 19 of the '781 patent. As discussed

in the Court's order striking portions of Stephen B.

Wicker's expert report, Caltech's infringement contentions

allege only literal infringement of the following fifteen

products: HN9800 Satellite Router, HN9600 Satellite

Router, HN9460 Satellite Router, HN9260 Satellite

Router, HN7740S Broadband Satellite Router, HN7700S

Satellite Router, HN7000 Satellite Modem, HX200

Broadband Satellite Router, HX50L Broadband Satellite

Router, HX Gateway, HX90 Broadband Satellite Router,

HX260 Mesh/Star Broadband Router, HX280 Mesh/Star

Broadband Router, HX System TGW100, and Hopper

Set-Top Satellite TV Box. 5 Caltech's infringement theory

for these products is based only on the operation of the

DVB-S2 standard. Thus, that theory of infringement is the

only theory in the case and the only theory the Court will

address. 6 Based on the language of the claims, Caltech
cannot succeed in proving infringement for any of these

claims at summary judgment. 7

i. Caltech Cannot Prove Infringement
of Claims 16 and 19 of the '781 Patent

*3 Caltech cannot show that DVB-S2 technology

performs “an accumulation of mod-2 or exclusive-OR

sums ofbits in subsets ofthe information bits,” as required

by the asserted '781 patent claims. The parties seem to

agree on how the DVB-S2 technology works. The parties

instead dispute the meaning of “sums of bits in subsets of

the information bits,” even though the parties stipulated

to a construction: “the result(s) of adding together two
or more information bits from the subset of information

bits.” The Court finds persuasive Hughes' argument that

DVB-S2 does not perform this limitation.

The DVB-S2 standard does not accumulate “sums of bits

in subsets of the information bits.” DVB-S2 technology

does not sum two or more bits that appear in a subset of

information bits. DVB-S2 technology creates parity bits

through a three-step process:

1. Parity bit accumulators are initialized to each have a
value of 0.

2. Individual information bits are added recursively to

the parity bit accumulators. 8
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3. The final values stored in the parity bit accumulators

are themselves accumulated to generate parity bits.

To understand how this process works, imagine a parity

bit accumulator with a value p0. Imagine the accumulator

is encoding a subset of information bits consisting of

information bits i1, i2, and i3. The following process would
0ccur I

1. In the first step, the value of po would be initialized

to 0.

2. In the second step, three calculations would be

performed. Initially, the parity bit accumulator

would perform the following equation: po# i1=p1.

The value of po is 0. If the value of i1 were 1, the

result ofthe equation would be 0# 1 = 1. The new value

of the parity bit accumulator would be p1, which

has a value of 1. The next equation the accumulator

would perform is p1#i2=p2. The value of p1 is 1. If

the value of i2 were 1, the result of this equation

would be 1#1=0. After this equation, the value of the

parity bit accumulator is p2, which has a value of 0.

The accumulator's next (and final) equation would be

p2#i3=p3. The value of p2 is 0. If the value of i3 were

0, the final value of the parity bit accumulator (p3)

would be 0#0=0.

3. Now, assume ten other parity bit accumulators

were performing the same operation with different

information bits. In the third step, the final values
of these accumulators would be accumulated to

generate parity bits.

This explanation illustrates that the accumulator never

adds two information bits together. The accumulator

never adds together, for example, i1 and i2. Instead,

the accumulator sums i1 and p0 to generate p1. The

accumulator then sums p1 and i2. But p1 is not an

“information bit from the subset of information bits.”

Instead, p1 is a newly created bit that does not appear

in the original subset of information bits (i1, i2, and i3).

Given these facts, the procedure performed by DVB-SZ

technology does not “[accumulate] mod-2 or exclusive-
OR sums of bits in subsets of the information bits.”

Caltech does not dispute the operation of the DVB—SZ

standard. Moreover, Caltech does not dispute that in
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the above example, the accumulator would sum i1 and

p0. Instead, Caltech argues that because p0 equals 0, p0

should not be considered as part ofthe accumulator's sum.

Caltech bases this theory on the fact that “any value plus

‘0’ yields the original value.” Caltech's Reply in Supp. of

PL's MSJ at 3 n.6. Under Caltech's theory, the final sum

of the accumulator is i1#i2#i3. When presented in this

manner, the accumulator appears to sum information bits
with each other.

*4 Caltech's theory is flawed. Practically speaking,

Caltech is correct that in DVB—SZ technology, p0#i1#i2#i3

equals i1#>i2#i3. But the Court cannot disregard the

initial summation of po and i1, even though po#i1

has the same value as i1 itself.9 Caltech conveniently

ignores an operation performed by the accumulator in

order to construct a Viable theory. In effect, Caltech is

arguing that the DVB—SZ's summing and accumulation

operations are equivalent to the claim limitation. But in

literal infringement analysis, this Court cannot ignore any

performed operation, and literal infringement is the only

type of infringement before the Court. See Cybor Corp.

v. FAS Technologies, Inc, 138 F.3d 1448, 1467 (Fed. Cir.

1998) (“To prove literal infringement, the patentee must

show that the accused device contains every limitation in

the asserted claims.”).

For these reasons, Caltech cannot show at summary

judgment that the DVB—SZ standard infringes claim 16 or

claim 19 of the '781 patent.

ii. Caltech Cannot Prove Infringement of

Claims 1, 18, 19, and 22 of the '032 Patent

Caltech has not shown that DVB—SZ technology repeats
information bits or that connections between information

bits and parity bits are randomly chosen, as the asserted

claims require. 10 See Cal. Inst, ofTech. , 35 F. Supp. 3d at
1191 (“[T]he Tanner Graph term is ‘a graph representing

an IRA code as a set ofparity checks where every message

bit is repeated, at least two different subsets of message

bits are repeated a different number of times, and check

nodes, randomly connected to the repeated message bits,

enforce constraints that determine the parity bits.’ ”); '032

Patent, 8:16-17 (defining claim 1 term as “value of a sum

of ‘a’ randomly chosen irregular repeats of the message

f 
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bits”). Thus, the Court cannot grant summary judgment

of infringement for the '032 patent's asserted claims.

The DVB-S2 standard does not appear to require

repetition of bits. Instead, the DVB-S2 standard calls

for the reuse of a single information bit in the creation

of multiple parity bits, as shown in the DVB-S2

documentation. See First Deel, of Dr. Stephen B. Wicker

11 150; Defs.‘ Opp'n to Caltech's MSJ at 16—17. Caltech

claims that this process does repeat bits, because multiple

parity bits incorporate the value of a single information

bit. This theory is incorrect.

Caltech's theory is based on the erroneous belief that

the Court's construction of repeat does not require

“concurrently storing multiple copies of the bits in

memory.” First Wicker Deel. 11 156. The concept ofa single

bit contributing to multiple parity bits is a reuse of that

bit, not a repeat of the bit. See Cal Inst. of Tech, 35 F.

Supp. 3d at 1184—88. The Court's claim construction order

makes clear that “the plain meaning of ‘repeat’ requires

the creation of new bits corresponding to or reflecting the

value of the original bits.” The Court's claim construction

order further states, as an example, that “repeating a bit

with the value 0 will produce another bit with the value

0.” In order to repeat a bit, the technology must create a

new copy of that bit. In order to create a new copy of a

bit, the accused technology must store the new copied bit

in memory. A copy of a bit simply does not exist unless it

is stored in memory. See id at 1184. Because the DVB-S2

standard does not require the repetition of bits, Caltech

cannot show infringement of the '032 patent at summary

judgment.

*5 Caltech also cannot show infringement at summary

judgment because there is a dispute regarding whether

the DVB-S2 standard requires the information bits

contributing to parity bits to be randomly chosen.

The DVB-S2 documentation seems to assign specific

information bits to contribute to specific parity bits.

See Hantson Deel., Ex. F at CALTECH000001614—15,

CALTECH000001632; see also Stark Reb. Rpt. W

422—24. Hughes also points to a Hughes' technical

document that contrasts a random code with the allegedly
deterministic code involved in this case. See Hantson

Deel., Ex. H at HUGHES 00049308; Stark Reb. Rpt. W

431—33. This evidence creates a genuine dispute of this
material fact.
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For these reasons, the Court denies Caltech's motion for

summary judgment as to infringement of the '032 patent.

B. Indefiniteness

The Court grants Caltech's motion as to no indefiniteness.

Hughes argued during claim construction that claims 1

and 18 of the '032 patent and claims 1 and 8 of the

'833 patent were indefinite. The Court concluded that

the disputed terms were sufficiently definite. 35 F. Supp.

3d at 1189—94. The law of the case doctrine precludes

Hughes from relitigating this issue. See Christianson v.

Colt Indus. Operating Corp., 486 US. 800, 815—16 (1988)

( “As most commonly defined, the doctrine [of the law

of the case] posits that when a court decides upon a rule

of law, that decision should continue to govern the same

issues in subsequent stages in the same case.” (internal

quotation marks omitted»; Moore v. James H. Matthews

& Co., 682 F.2d 830, 833 (9th Cir. 1982) (“The ‘law

of the case’ rule ordinarily precludes a court from re-

examining an issue previously decided by the same court,

or a higher appellate court, in the same case.”); see also

Diamond Coating Technologies, LLC v. Hyundai Motor

Am, No. 8:13-cv—01480, 2014 WL 5698445, at *4 n.2

(CD. Cal. Aug. 25, 2014) (suggesting party must live with

consequences of bringing early indefiniteness challenge at

claim construction).

Hughes' argument for revisiting the issue is unconvincing.

Hughes contends that Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc.

v. Sandoz, Inc., 135 S. Ct. 831 (2015), changed the

law governing indefiniteness, and therefore, Hughes

is not barred from raising the issue again. Hughes

misunderstands Teva. Teva does not change how district

courts decide indefiniteness. Teva holds only that an

appellate court should review a district court's factual

findings regarding extrinsic evidence for clear error, not de
novo. See id. at 836—42. Teva does not alter the dominant

role of intrinsic evidence in construing claims. Id at 840—

41 (“We recognize that a district court's construction of

a patent claim, like a district court's interpretation of

a written instrument, often requires the judge only to
examine and to construe the document's words without

requiring the judge to resolve any underlying factual

disputes”); see Cadence Pharm. Inc. v. Exela PharmSci

Inc., 780 F.3d 1364, 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2015).

The Court was able to resolve the indefiniteness challenges

based on the intrinsic evidence, and Hughes has offered

f 
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the Court no reason to disturb a settled issue.11

Therefore, the Court grants Caltech's motion for summary

judgment that the disputed claims are definite.

C. Laches

The Court denies Caltech's motion as to no laches. To

invoke laches, the defendant must prove (1) that “the

plaintiff delayed filing suit for an unreasonable and

inexcusable length of time from the time the plaintiffknew

or reasonably should have known of its claim against

the defendant,” and (2) that “the delay operated to the

prejudice or injury of the defendant.” A. C. Aukerman Co.

v. R.L. Chaides Const. C0., 960 F.2d 1020, 1032 (Fed.

Cir. 1992). “Material prejudice to adverse parties resulting

from the plaintiffs delay is essential to the laches defense.

Such prejudice may be either economic or evidentiary.” Id.

at 1033. A presumption of laches attaches if the plaintiff

delayed suit for more than six years. Id. at 1035. A court

should consider any justification offered by the plaintiff

for excusing the plaintiffs delay. Id. at 1033. “[A] district

court must weigh all pertinent facts and equities in making
a decision on the laches defense.” Id. at 1034.

*6 A number of factual disputes preclude summary

judgment. First, the parties debate the date on which

Caltech became aware of the alleged infringement. See

Defs.‘ Opp'n at 43 (alleging Caltech may have been

aware of potential infringement as early as 2003). If

Caltech became aware of potential infringement in 2003,

a presumption of laches would apply, and Caltech would
have the burden to rebut one of the laches factors.

See Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1037—39. Second, Caltech

is incorrect that Meyers v. Brooks Shoe Inc, 912 F.2d

1459 (Fed. Cir. 1990), establishes a per se rule that

patent prosecution excuses delay. In fact, the Federal
Circuit noted in Brooks Shoe that “there are times when

a patentee must bring suit before the expected issuance

of the second of two related patents,” though the Federal
Circuit concluded that the Brooks Shoe case was “not one

of them.” Id. at 1462. At the summary judgment stage,

Caltech has not shown why this Court must conclude

that Caltech's delay was reasonable. Third, Caltech cannot

show at summary judgment that Hughes has not suffered

evidentiary or economic prejudice. There are factual

disputes over the extent of Hughes' investments in accused

products in the period between when Caltech became

effectively aware of the alleged infringement and Caltech's

filing of the present lawsuit. Defs.‘ Opp'n at 44. There are

WESTLAW

also factual disputes over the effect ofthe delay on Hughes'

ability to gather evidence. Id at 43—44. These factual

disputes individually and together prevent the Court from

granting summary judgment on this issue.

D. Equitable Estoppel

The Court grants Caltech's motion as to no equitable

estoppel. A defendant may assert equitable estoppel when

(a) the patentee, through misleading conduct, leads

the alleged infringer to reasonably infer that the

patentee does not intend to enforce its patent against

the alleged infringer. “Conduct” may include specific

statements, action, inaction, or silence where there was

an obligation to speak.

(b) the alleged infringer relies on that conduct.

(0) due to its reliance, the alleged infringer will be

materially prejudiced if the patentee is allowed to

proceed with its claim.

Meyers v. Asics Corp, 974 F.2d 1304, 1308 (Fed. Cir.

1992). Hughes has wholly failed to show any material

disputed fact. Hughes' argument against summary

judgment consists of conclusory statements stating that

Hughes reasonably relied on the silence of Inforon (a

licensee of patents-in-suit) and Caltech during the time

after Inforon first gave Hughes notice of infringement.

See Defs.‘ Opp'n at 44—45. These conclusory statements do

not fulfill Hughes' burden “to make a showing sufficient
to establish the existence of an element essential to that

party's case.” Celotex, 477 US. at 322; see Bryant v.

Adventist Health Sys./ West, 289 F.3d 1162, 1167 (9th Cir.

2002) (“[A] conclusory statement that there is a genuine

issue of material fact, without evidentiary support, is

insufficient to withstand summary judgment.”). As the

Federal Circuit has noted, “silence alone will not create

an estoppel unless there was a clear duty to speak,

or somehow the patentee's continued silence reenforces

the defendant's inference from the plaintiff‘s known

acquiescence that the defendant will be unmolested.”

Aukerman, 960 F.3d at 1043—44 (citation omitted).

Hughes has not put forth evidence showing that Caltech

had a duty to speak or that Hughes had reason to infer

that Caltech acquiesced in Hughes' allegedly infringing

activity. Furthermore, Hughes has not pointed to specific

facts demonstrating that Hughes relied on Caltech's

silence. Finally, Hughes has shown no evidence that it

would be prejudiced due to any reliance on Caltech's

f 
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